
2023 Bulgarian National English Spelling Bee 

Regional Level Study Words 
1. abdomen корем He was suffering from pains in his abdomen. 

2. above над We were flying above the clouds. 

3. abroad в чужбина For a holiday abroad, you need a valid passport. 

4. abrupt внезапен The abrupt stop made me spill my juice. 

5. accent акцент He pronounced words with a different accent. 

6. account сметка I don't have a bank account. 

7. accustom свиквам It takes a while to accustom yourself to working at night. 

8. acorn жълъд Squirrels save every acorn found in fall for their winter food. 

9. across отсреща There's a school just across from our house. 

10. active деен Although he's nearly 80, he is still very active. 

11. actress актриса A famous actress played the role of the queen. 

12. adjust нагласям This button helps to adjust the volume. 

13. admire възхищавам се I admire and respect my older brother. 

14. admission приемане On admission to the hospital, you will be examined by a doctor. 

15. adult възрастен Children must be accompanied by an adult. 

16. advance настъпвам The troops were finally given the order to advance. 

17. affect повлиявам The weather will affect our plans for a picnic. 

18. airplane самолет We flew across the country on an airplane. 

19. alien извънземен In the movie, the alien spoke a weird language. 

20. align изравнявам Make sure to align the pictures on the wall. 

21. almond бадем The almond is a flat, sweet nut from the almond tree. 

22. ancient древен This philosophy dates back to ancient Greece. 

23. angle ъгъл You have to measure the angle between these two lines. 

24. antelope антилопа The antelope is an animal that is native to Africa and Asia and runs very fast. 

25. anthem химн The band played the national anthem at the opening ceremony. 

26. anxiety безпокойство Waiting for exam results is a time of great anxiety. 

27. apology извинение I said I was sorry, but he did not accept my apology. 

28. appeal обжалвам We must appeal this decision. 

29. apply кандидатствам You can apply for the job by letter or online. 

30. armadillo броненосец 
The armadillo is an American animal with a hard shell made of pieces of 
bone. 

31. arrange подреждам Please arrange the books in alphabetical order. 

32. attach прилагам I will attach a copy of the contract for your records. 

33. attention внимание Always pay attention when crossing the street. 

34. audience публика The audience was clapping for 10 minutes straight. 

35. aunt леля My aunt is married to my uncle. 

36. average среден The average age of the boys on this team is 16. 

37. avocado авокадо I will use the avocado to make some guacamole. 

38. awful ужасен These cookies are burnt and taste awful! 

39. awkward неудобен Don’t ask awkward questions. 

40. balance равновесие Athletes need a good sense of balance. 

41. barely едва She was barely able to stand. 

42. beach плаж They often spent summer days at the beach. 

43. beehive кошер A beehive cannot exist without a queen bee. 

44. beforehand предварително I wish we'd known about it beforehand. 



45. belated закъснял This is my belated birthday present for you. 

46. billboard табло за реклами 
I stood in Times Square and looked up at a tremendous billboard for that 
movie. 

47. billion милиард There are more than 7 billion people in the world. 

48. bite хапя The dog will bite you if you step on its tail. 

49. blame обвинявам Do not blame others for your mistakes. 

50. blurry размазан The trees in the distance were just blurry shapes. 

51. blush изчервявам се I blush every time I have to go on stage. 

52. boar глиган The hunters have been chasing the boar for hours.   

53. booklet брошура I had to refer to the instruction booklet to assemble the desk. 

54. bowl купа Mix the ingredients in a big bowl. 

55. brain мозък The human brain is a complex organ. 

56. breakthrough пробив This drug has been a major breakthrough in the fight against cancer. 

57. breathe дишам Your chest rises and falls as you breathe. 

58. brick тухла They built the house brick by brick. 

59. brittle крехък Crisp autumn leaves are fragile and brittle. 

60. broccoli броколи Broccoli is not tasty, but it is healthy. 

61. browse ровя се Learn to browse and seek out the needed information. 

62. brush четка I used my new brush to paint the picture. 

63. bubble балон He made a big bubble with his chewing gum. 

64. buyer купувач Have you found a buyer for your house? 

65. camel камила I rode a camel in the desert. 

66. candid  откровен To be candid, I can’t stand her. 

67. capricious капризен The movie star was capricious and difficult to please. 

68. captain капитан The sailor took orders from the ship’s captain. 

69. capture улавям Her photos capture the mood of her subjects. 

70. career кариера She had a long and successful career as a director. 

71. cashew кашу The cashew tree is a tropical evergreen that produces the cashew seed. 

72. castle замък The large castle is home to the king. 

73. cautious предпазлив What’s made you so cautious, all of a sudden? 

74. certainly безспорно She was certainly attractive, but you couldn’t call her beautiful. 

75. changeable променлив The weather is very changeable at this time of year. 

76. character характер Hospitality is part of the Bulgarian character. 

77. chariot колесница A chariot moves at the speed of the creatures pulling it. 

78. chase гоня The cat will chase the mouse out of the house. 

79. cheerful весел I greeted him with a cheerful smile. 

80. cherry череша A cherry is a small, round fruit with shiny skin and a large pit inside. 

81. chilly хладен The weather was chilly, so I put on a sweater. 

82. chirp чуруликам Did you hear the baby chick chirp? 

83. choke задавям се Very small toys can choke a baby. 

84. chore домакинска работа My chore is to take the trash out. 

85. chubby приятно закръглен Look at the baby’s chubby little hands! 

86. chuckle хихикам She tried not to chuckle when Tom fell. 

87. circuit обиколка The earth takes a year to make a circuit of the sun. 

88. city град There’s a park just outside the city. 

89. cloudy облачен It was a cloudy afternoon, so I stayed at home. 

90. clutter безпорядък The attic is in such a clutter that we can't find anything. 

91. cockerel петле A cockerel is a young rooster. 

92. cockroach хлебарка A brown cockroach crawled up my kitchen wall. 



93. coincidence съвпадение It was pure coincidence that they were both in Paris on the same day. 

94. collar яка His shirt collar was tight around his neck. 

95. command заповед Begin when I give the command. 

96. commercial реклама The commercial features a teenage girl. 

97. commit извършвам Women commit fewer crimes than men. 

98. compass компас The needle on a compass always points north. 

99. concert концерт The band is putting on its biggest concert of the year. 

100. cone конус My party hat is shaped like a cone. 

101. confession признание I have a confession to make - I lied about my age. 

102. consistency постоянство She has played with great consistency all season. 

103. cope справям се They had to cope without any help. 

104. cordial сърдечен The atmosphere in the room was cordial and relaxed. 

105. cottage лятна вила It was her dream to have a little cottage in the country. 

106. counter щанд He works at the meat counter. 

107. country страна It’s difficult to live in a foreign country when you don’t speak the language. 

108. coyote койот A coyote is a kind of wolf-like wild dog. 

109. crack пукнатина There was a big crack in the rock. 

110. craggy скалист The island has a craggy coastline, sandy beaches and deep blue water. 

111. crayon пастел (за рисуване) The notice was written in crayon. 

112. creation творение The upstairs bathroom is entirely my own creation. 

113. creep прокрадвам се I will quietly creep into the room on my tiptoes. 

114. crew екипаж A member of the cabin crew demonstrated the safety procedures. 

115. cricket щурец The cricket is a small, brown jumping insect. 

116. cruel жесток Don’t be cruel to animals! 

117. crumble натрошавам Crumble the cheese over the salad. 

118. crush смачквам Crush the garlic finely before adding it to the pan. 

119. cure излекувам The doctor managed to cure her of her illness. 

120. cycle цикъл The life cycle of a tree begins with a seed. 

121. daisy маргаритка The daisy is a small wildflower with white petals. 

122. damage повреда Let’s look at the damage after the crash. 

123. dandruff пърхот I hope the new shampoo will help me get rid of my dandruff. 

124. date фурма A date is a dried fruit that grows on a palm tree. 

125. dawdle мотая се Don't dawdle — we're late already! 

126. dawn изгрев I woke up just before dawn. 

127. deer елен The deer is an animal with long legs that eats grass and can run fast. 

128. delicious вкусен Her apple pie is delicious. 

129. delivery доставка We offer free delivery on orders over $200. 

130. depict изобразявам The photos depict a happy family. 

131. destructive разрушителен It is the most destructive storm in 20 years. 

132. device устройство Now connect the device to your computer. 

133. differ различавам (се) The models differ in size and shape. 

134. dill копър I used the dill to flavor the tarator. 

135. dimple трапчинка She had a dimple which appeared when she smiled. 

136. dinosaur динозавър The dinosaur is an animal that lived millions of years ago. 

137. discipline дисциплина It takes discipline to stay on a diet. 

138. disgraceful срамен It's disgraceful that none of the family members tried to help her. 

139. dishonest нечестен I don't like him, and it would be dishonest of me to pretend otherwise. 

140. dispute спор The dispute involved fighting and arguing. 



141. distant далечен The time we spent together is now a distant memory. 

142. distinctive отличителен The male bird has distinctive white markings on its head. 

143. diversity разнообразие There is great diversity of life in the sea. 

144. dome купол You can see the dome of the cathedral from the top of the hill. 

145. domestic домашен Most domestic cats hate getting wet. 

146. doubt съмнение She is, without a doubt, the best player I know. 

147. dough тесто He stretched the pizza dough into a big circle. 

148. draft чернова This is only the first draft of my speech. 

149. dubious колеблив I was rather dubious about the whole idea. 

150. eavesdrop подслушвам It is impolite to eavesdrop on the conversations of other people. 

151. echo ехо I hear the echo of my voice in the cave. 

152. edelweiss еделвайс The edelweiss is a small white flower growing in the Pirin Mountains. 

153. effective ефективен Vaccines are a safe and effective way of fighting the disease.  

154. embrace прегръдка I slipped my arms around her in an embrace. 

155. emperor император An emperor is the ruler of an empire. 

156. enroll записвам (се) Please enroll me in the contest. 

157. entangle оплитам The spider’s web will entangle the fly. 

158. entire цял I read the entire book from start to finish. 

159. equator екватор The equator runs through the middle of Africa. 

160. escape избягвам The bird tried to escape from its cage. 

161. establish създавам They now hope to establish a similar language center in Varna. 

162. evolve развивам (се) Online games tend to evolve over time. 

163. exaggerate преувеличавам He likes to exaggerate the size of the fish he catches. 

164. exterminate унищожавам Their job is to exterminate rats and mice. 

165. fall падам It's easy to fall into a trap but hard to get out again. 

166. fantastic фантастичен I read a fantastic story about two unicorns. 

167. fasten закопчавам Fasten your seat belts, please. 

168. feeling чувство I had a feeling that we were lost. 

169. female от женски пол My female cat likes to spend time alone. 

170. fiery огнен The sun was now sinking, a fiery ball of light in the west. 

171. filthy мръсен Why are the streets so filthy in this part of the city? 

172. flock ято A flock of birds passed overhead. 

173. fluid течност Water and milk are both types of fluid. 

174. focus съсредоточавам (се) She blinked and tried to focus. 

175. foreword предговор A book's foreword comes before chapter one. 

176. forthright прям He spoke in a forthright manner but without anger. 

177. frivolous лекомислен She has a frivolous nature and won't take anything seriously. 

178. furious разярен He was more than angry, he was furious. 

179. furtive прикрит The two girls exchanged furtive glances across the dinner table. 

180. garlic чесън For this dish, fresh herbs and garlic are needed. 

181. gasp въздишка I let out a gasp of shock when I saw my car. 

182. gene ген The disease is caused by a defective gene. 

183. generation поколение These stories were passed down from generation to generation. 

184. giraffe жираф The giraffe is a tall African animal with a very long neck and long legs. 

185. glide плъзгам се Skates help you glide smoothly along the ice. 

186. globe глобус We examine Earth on a round, spinning globe. 

187. glow светлина The glow from the nightlight lit the stairs. 

188. gossip клюкарствам Don't gossip and spread rumors about others. 



189. grace изящество She moves with the natural grace of a ballerina. 

190. grater ренде 
Before grating the lemon peel, run the grater under cold water to prevent 
sticking. 

191. gravity гравитация Gravity pulls objects together. 

192. grease мазнина He collected the plates, which were covered with grease. 

193. greedy алчен There's no need to be greedy — there's plenty for everyone. 

194. grit упоритост She kept working with grit and determination. 

195. guess предположение My answer was a guess because I did not know. 

196. guest гост Our next guest is a movie star. 

197. guilty виновен He felt guilty after stealing the candy. 

198. hair коса I wear my long, blonde hair in a ponytail. 

199. hall зала Our stand is located in the main exhibition hall. 

200. handkerchief носна кърпа He blew his nose on a clean handkerchief. 

201. handle дръжка She turned the handle to open the door. 

202. harass тормозя She continued to harass him, so he called the police. 

203. haul дърпам They had to use ropes to haul him out of the water. 

204. headlight фар I got stopped by a policeman for having a broken headlight. 

205. headway напредък We are making little headway with the negotiations. 

206. heady опияняващ The air was heady with the perfume of roses. 

207. heap купчина His clothes lay in a heap on the floor. 

208. heat топлина The heat from the fire warmed my hands. 

209. helmet каска It is illegal to ride a motorcycle without a helmet. 

210. hesitate колебая се Something about his smile made her hesitate. 

211. hibernate 
спя зимен сън (за 
животни) Bears hibernate for winter and wake for spring, summer and fall. 

212. highlight подчертавам Highlight the section that you want to delete. 

213. hilarious много смешен Lynn found the whole situation hilarious. 

214. hitchhike пътувам на автостоп Their plan is to hitchhike around Europe. 

215. hoax измама The emergency call turned out to be a hoax. 

216. hollow кух The tree trunk was hollow inside. 

217. horizon хоризонт The earth and the sky meet at the horizon. 

218. horror ужас Her eyes were wide with horror. 

219. hospitality гостоприемство The visitors thanked their hosts for the hospitality. 

220. hostile враждебен The reaction to his frankness was hostile. 

221. hubbub врява It was difficult to hear what he was saying over the hubbub. 

222. hurricane ураган We had been warned there was a hurricane coming. 

223. hypnotic приспивателен His voice had an almost hypnotic effect. 

224. hypocritical лицемерен It's hypocritical to say one thing and do another. 

225. imagine представям си Imagine all the people living life in peace. 

226. imitate подражавам (на) Teachers provide a model for children to imitate. 

227. impeccable  безукорен She was dressed in a white skirt that was impeccable. 

228. imply намеквам I don't wish to imply that you are wrong. 

229. impose налагам We must impose some kind of order in the house. 

230. indefinite неопределен She will be away for an indefinite time. 

231. indulge глезя се For a special treat, indulge yourself with a piece of chocolate. 

232. ingenious изобретателен She's very ingenious when it comes to finding excuses. 

233. injection инжекция They gave me an injection to help me sleep. 

234. innocent невинен The court found her innocent of the crime. 

235. insect насекомо An insect was buzzing around the room. 



236. intention намерение I have no intention of changing jobs. 

237. intrude намесвам се I'm sorry to intrude, but I need to talk to you. 

238. invention изобретение The invention of the car made travel easier. 

239. investigator детектив The investigator questioned him and took his fingerprints. 

240. island остров An island is land surrounded by water. 

241. jackal чакал The jackal is a wild dog that hunts for prey. 

242. jittery разтреперан I felt jittery before going on stage. 

243. journalist журналист The journalist wrote articles for newspapers early in his career. 

244. juggler жонгльор Paulo, a juggler and street performer, entertains the visitors. 

245. jungle джунгла Monkeys and parrots live in the jungle. 

246. knit плета My grandmother promised to knit me a new sweater. 

247. knock почуквам I will knock on the door before going in. 

248. knot възел Connect the ropes by tying a large knot. 

249. labyrinth лабиринт We lost our way in the labyrinth of streets. 

250. landmark забележителност Alexander Nevski Cathedral is the best-known landmark in Sofia. 

251. laughter смях A day without laughter is a day wasted. 

252. lavender лавандула Lavender is a plant with purple flowers and a sweet smell. 

253. layer слой The first layer of the cake was vanilla. 

254. lazy мързелив I was feeling too lazy to go out. 

255. leaf листо I saw a leaf fall from a tree — summer is almost over. 

256. leash каишка (на куче) All dogs must be kept on a leash in public places. 

257. leather кожа The shoes are made of leather. 

258. legitimate основателен He had a legitimate reason for being late. 

259. litter боклук Please do not leave litter after your picnic. 

260. load товар These backpacks are designed to carry a heavy load. 

261. locker шкафче The student kept his books in the locker. 

262. lonely самотен She lives alone and often feels lonely. 

263. magic вълшебен 
It was a magic moment when the two sisters saw each other for the first 
time. 

264. magnificent великолепен She looked magnificent in her wedding dress. 

265. majority мнозинство They won the elections by a huge majority. 

266. mammal бозайник A mammal gives birth to live babies, not eggs, and feeds its young with milk. 

267. maple клен The maple is a tall tree with leaves that have five points. 

268. marathon маратон The marathon is a long running race of about 42 kilometers. 

269. massage масаж A good massage always relaxes me. 

270. mattress матрак We can sleep on a mattress on the floor. 

271. measure измервам You have to measure the length of your foot more accurately. 

272. meatball кюфте Fry the meatball with oil for about 2 minutes. 

273. medieval средновековен The knight’s sword is from medieval times. 

274. mention споменавам Did you mention our idea to the teacher? 

275. merry весел The laughing children are merry and cheerful. 

276. message съобщение A new message popped up on the screen. 

277. mighty могъщ Elephants bend trees with their mighty trunks. 

278. minuscule миниатюрен The chihuahua is a minuscule dog. 

279. miserable мизерен These people live in miserable conditions. 

280. mixture смес Add the eggs to the mixture and beat well. 

281. moist влажен Water the plants regularly to keep the soil moist. 

282. mole бенка A mole is a small, dark brown mark on the skin. 

283. monster чудовище The scary monster was ugly and mean. 



284. move премествам I'd move mountains for you. 

285. multiplication умножение The children are learning multiplication and division. 

286. mumble мънкам Don't mumble — I can't hear what you're saying. 

287. muscle мускул Every muscle in his body hurt after the marathon. 

288. museum музей Muzeiko is the best children’s museum. 

289. narrator разказвач The book's narrator is a 12-year-old boy. 

290. navy военна флота My uncle is an officer in the navy. 

291. neat спретнат They sat in her neat and tidy kitchen. 

292. necessity необходимост There's no necessity for you to come. 

293. neck врат He wore a bow tie around his neck. 

294. necklace огърлица This necklace was handed down to my mother by my grandmother. 

295. neglect пренебрегвам Don't neglect your health. 

296. nestle гушвам She likes to nestle the baby in her arms. 

297. nightmare кошмар I woke up from the nightmare in a cold sweat. 

298. nimble пъргав You need nimble fingers to play the piano. 

299. nonchalance равнодушие She considered her situation with nonchalance. 

300. nonsense глупост How can you believe such nonsense? 

301. object възразявам If you don't object, we'll postpone the meeting until next week. 

302. observant наблюдателен Journalists are trained to be observant. 

303. obviously очевидно Obviously, we don't want to spend too much money. 

304. occupy заемам The bed seemed to occupy most of the room. 

305. ocean океан The ocean is home to tiny fish and enormous whales. 

306. offender нарушител When it comes to pollution, the chemical industry is a major offender. 

307. offer предложение This special offer is valid until the end of the month. 

308. okra бамя Fry the onions, peppers and okra for about 10 minutes until soft. 

309. onion лук Put the chopped onion and garlic in the pan. 

310. opportunity възможност You’ll have the opportunity to ask any questions at the end. 

311. orchard овощна градина Hundreds of fruit trees grew in the orchard. 

312. orchid орхидея The orchid you gave me has many blooms. 

313. otherwise иначе Shut the window; otherwise, it'll get too cold in here. 

314. outer външен The outer door was wide open, but the inner one was locked. 

315. overcome преодолявам He finally managed to overcome his fear of flying. 

316. oxygen кислород Plants release oxygen into the air through their leaves. 

317. oyster стрида Sometimes you can find a pearl in an oyster. 

318. painful болезнен The cut on my leg was sore and painful. 

319. pale блед He looks very pale — is he sick? 

320. parrot папагал The bright parrot lives in a cage. 

321. particle частица A small dust particle blew into my eye. 

322. pathway пътека A row of white stones marked the pathway across the marsh. 

323. peak връх Mussala is the highest peak in Bulgaria. 

324. penguin пингвин A penguin is a bird that swims but cannot fly. 

325. pepper пипер Pepper makes food spicy. 

326. persuade убеждавам Try to persuade him to come. 

327. pharmacy аптека He bought the prescribed eye drops at a nearby pharmacy. 

328. physical физически He wanted to avoid all physical contact with people. 

329. pick бера Farmers must pick their fruits before winter. 

330. pinch щипя She had to pinch herself to make sure she was not dreaming. 

331. plaster гипс We covered the hole in the wall with plaster. 



332. pleasure удоволствие In the evenings, she likes to read for pleasure.  

333. pollution замърсяване Air pollution in Sofia is a serious problem. 

334. portion порция He ordered a double portion of ham and eggs. 

335. possibly възможно It was possibly their worst performance ever. 

336. pounce нахвърлям се The lion crouched, ready to pounce. 

337. poverty бедност Unfortunately, many children around the world live in poverty. 

338. prescribe предписвам The doctor may be able to prescribe you something for that cough. 

339. promote рекламирам The band has gone on tour to promote their new album. 

340. protect пазя We need to protect Earth because it is our home. 

341. psychiatric психиатричен He worked as a nurse in a psychiatric hospital. 

342. punch перфорирам I always punch my ticket when traveling on a bus. 

343. punctual точен Always be punctual for an interview. 

344. purse портмоне I took a coin out of my purse and gave it to the child. 

345. quarrel разправия He is involved in a quarrel with his neighbor. 

346. queue опашка (от хо́ра) There are two people ahead of me in the queue. 

347. quiet тих Be quiet during the test, and do not talk. 

348. quote цитат Our quote of the week comes from Shakespeare. 

349. rabbit заек The magician pulled a rabbit out of his hat. 

350. raincoat дъждобран I wear a raincoat to stay dry when it rains. 

351. raven гарван A black raven flew above the field. 

352. raw суров Raw nuts contain more fiber, while roasted nuts have more calories. 

353. razor самобръсначка He cut his face while shaving with the sharp razor. 

354. reach достигам I can’t reach the top shelf. 

355. reaction реакция What was his reaction to the news? 

356. realise/realize осъзнавам I hope you realize the seriousness of this crime. 

357. recipe рецепта This is delicious — can you give me the recipe? 

358. recruit набирам We can recruit new members for our team. 

359. reef   риф A reef is a long line of rocks or sand near the surface of the sea. 

360. refrain въздържам се Please refrain from smoking. 

361. regret съжалявам I regret that I never got to meet him in person. 

362. remain оставам Remain here, and wait until I come back. 

363. renew подновявам I have to renew my passport.  

364. repetition повторение It is important to avoid repetition of words when you write an essay. 

365. requirement изискване Passing the exam is a requirement for the university. 

366. reserve запазвам I'd like to reserve a table for three at eight o'clock. 

367. respect уважение I have nothing but respect for the winning team. 

368. reverse обратен On the reverse side of the medal is a coat of arms. 

369. review преглеждам  Before the test, review the unit we read earlier. 

370. rhinoceros носорог The gray rhinoceros has a horn on its face. 

371. rhythm  ритъм The rhythm of this song makes me want to dance. 

372. rotation завъртане The rotation of the earth on its axis takes 24 hours. 

373. rotten гнил It is time to throw out the rotten fruit from the table. 

374. roughly приблизително We live roughly halfway between here and the coast. 

375. rude груб She is always polite and never rude. 

376. rumor/ rumour слух I heard a rumor that they are getting married. 

377. rustling шумолене Then I heard a rustling of branches. 

378. rye ръж We can use rye to make bread just like wheat. 

379. salute отдавам чест The students salute the flag once a day. 



380. scale кантар I step on the scale every day to measure my weight. 

381. scar белег Will the operation leave a scar? 

382. scatter разпръсквам Scatter the grass seeds over the lawn. 

383. scene сцена (от пиеса) The last scene ends with the hero winning the battle. 

384. schedule програма There may be some minor changes to the schedule. 

385. scrooge скъперник 
A scrooge is someone who spends as little money as possible and is not 
generous. 

386. sculptor скулптор The sculptor made a clay statue of his dog. 

387. secret тайна Tell me your secret and I won't tell anyone. 

388. seizure  превземане The invasion began with the seizure of the country's largest city. 

389. seldom рядко They work hard and seldom take holidays. 

390. separate отделен Write a list of names on a separate piece of paper. 

391. shabby износен She wore shabby and dirty clothes.  

392. shake клатя (се) Shake the bottle of milk well before use. 

393. shop магазин She works part-time in a shop. 

394. shrink свивам се Will this shirt shrink in the wash? 

395. side страна She saw James standing on the other side of the street. 

396. silence тишина A scream broke the silence of the night. 

397. silly глупав The silly clown walked into the closed door. 

398. simple лесен This machine is very simple to use. 

399. skillet тиганче I fried the pancakes in a skillet. 

400. skin кожа I fell and scraped the skin off my knee. 

401. skip пропускам Skip the first chapter and start on page 22. 

402. sleeve ръкав I put my arm into the sleeve of my coat. 

403. sloth ленивец 
The sloth is an animal that lives in trees in tropical parts of America and 
moves very slowly. 

404. smooth гладък The water was as smooth as glass. 

405. snarl ръмжа The dogs started to snarl at each other, so I had to separate them. 

406. snatch грабвам She managed to snatch the gun from his hand. 

407. sniffle подсмърчам I always sniffle on cold days. 

408. snore хъркам If you snore, it's better not to sleep on your back. 

409. solution решение Every problem has a solution. 

410. south юг Birds fly to the south in winter. 

411. sphere сфера A tennis ball's shape is a sphere. 

412. spill разливам Did he accidentally spill soup on the table? 

413. splash плискам  The kids love to splash in the swimming pool. 

414. spoil развалям (се) Milk will spoil fast if left out of the refrigerator. 

415. spread намазвам Spread the strawberry jam on your toast. 

416. squad отряд The rescue squad trained for an emergency.   

417. squawk крясък The bird gave a startled squawk. 

418. stallion жребец The black stallion was the fastest at the Sunday tournament. 

419. stammer заеквам Children who stammer go to speech classes. 

420. statement изявление She read her written statement aloud in court. 

421. station гара The train arrived at the station on time. 

422. steam пàра Steam from the boiling water rises into the air. 

423. stimulate поощрявам To stimulate learning, parents should encourage their children to read. 

424. straight прав I use a ruler to draw a straight line. 

425. stretch разтягам Raise your arms and stretch your body! 

426. stumble препъване After a slight stumble, he regained his balance. 



427. subtract изваждам If you subtract 6 from 9, you get 3. 

428. suburb предградие Her new home is in a suburb of Sofia. 

429. suggest предлагам I suggest we walk instead of taking the bus. 

430. sunburn слънчево изгаряне Don’t forget the lotion to protect your skin from a sunburn. 

431. surgery операция (медицина) I had surgery to remove my appendix. 

432. survivor оцелял He is a survivor from a scary car crash. 

433. swan лебед The white swan swims gracefully. 

434. swift бърз The swift boat won the race. 

435. syllable сричка "Joy" is a word with only one syllable. 

436. symphony симфония The orchestra will perform Mozart’s symphony. 

437. syrup сироп Maple syrup goes well with pancakes. 

438. tangible видим His efforts led to tangible results. 

439. tasteless безвкусен The meat was dry and tasteless. 

440. teach преподавам My parents teach history at the university.  

441. technical технически The article is full of technical terms. 

442. tentacle пипало 
A tentacle is the long, thin arm of some sea animals, such as octopus or 
jellyfish. 

443. thicken сгъстявам You can thicken the sauce if you add some flour. 

444. thigh бедро The thigh is the part of the leg between the knee and the hip. 

445. think мисля What do you think about the new movie? 

446. thirst жажда She woke up with a raging thirst and a headache. 

447. threaten заплашвам If you threaten me one more time, I will call the police. 

448. threshold  праг He stepped across the threshold. 

449. through през The path led through the trees to the river. 

450. together заедно Let’s do our homework together. 

451. toothpick клечка за зъби A toothpick inserted into the cake should come out clean. 

452. torture мъчение Rush-hour traffic was sheer torture, as usual. 

453. traffic движение (улично) The traffic was horrendous during the storm. 

454. transfer прехвърлям How can I transfer money from my bank account to his? 

455. trembling треперещ He opened the letter with trembling hands. 

456. tribute почит We paid tribute to those who had died in the war. 

457. trout пъстърва Fish like carp and trout live in fresh water. 

458. T-shirt тениска She put on her old but still favorite T-shirt. 

459. uncomfortable неудобен I couldn't sleep because the bed was so uncomfortable. 

460. unless освен ако I won't tell them — not unless you say I can. 

461. unwrap разопаковам Don't unwrap your present until your birthday. 

462. value ценя I really value him as a friend. 

463. vampire вампир A vampire is a mythical creature who leaves his grave at night. 

464. veal телешко (месо) Tonight I will cook my grandmother’s famous veal with vegetables.  

465. vegetarian вегетариански She is on a vegetarian diet and does not eat meat. 

466. verdict присъда The judge will give his final verdict tomorrow. 

467. verify проверявам Please verify that your password was entered correctly. 

468. victim жертва The rabbit was a victim of the hungry wolf. 

469. villain злодей 
In the story, each villain has their own superpower to use when trying to 
destroy the city. 

470. vinegar оцет Vinegar is used to preserve vegetables for the winter. 

471. violet теменужка 
The violet is a small wild plant with purple or white flowers and a sweet 
smell. 

472. volume обем How do you measure the volume of a gas? 



473. volunteer доброволец She was a volunteer at the Spelling Bee summer camp. 

474. vulture лешояд The vulture is a large bird that eats animals that are already dead. 

475. wafer вафла The chocolate wafer was delicious. 

476. wallet портфейл He put his wallet in his pocket. 

477. wander бродя Visitors are free to wander through the gardens and woods. 

478. warn предупреждавам I tried to warn him, but he wouldn't listen. 

479. wash мия Wash your hands with soap and water. 

480. wasp оса A wasp stung me, and it really hurts. 

481. waste пилея Why waste money on clothes you don't need? 

482. weak слаб He is still weak after the illness. 

483. wedge вмъквам (се) I'll wedge myself into a small hiding space. 

484. weight тегло I saw my weight when I stood on the scale. 

485. whisk разбърквам Whisk all the ingredients together. 

486. whistle подсвирквам He started to whistle his favorite tune. 

487. width ширина It is five meters in width. 

488. wipe избърсвам He stopped to wipe the sweat from his forehead. 

489. witty остроумен He made a witty remark. 

490. wizard магьосник The wizard wore a robe with moons and stars. 

491. wonky разклатен One of the legs on this chair is a bit wonky. 

492. wound рана Bandage the wound to reduce the risk of infection. 

493. wrestling борба (спорт) Wrestling is not among my favorite sports. 

494. wriggle мърдам Can you wriggle your ears? 

495. wrist китка She wears a bracelet on each wrist. 

496. yawn прозявам се I yawn when I'm bored or sleepy. 

497. yell крещя Don't yell at me — I heard you the first time! 

498. yogurt/ yoghurt кисело мляко You need yogurt to make tarator. 

499. yoke иго “Under the Yoke” is the most famous novel written by Ivan Vazov. 

500. youth младост The novel follows a woman’s life from youth to middle age. 

501. ability умение She showed great ability in mathematics. 

502. acquaintance познат I bumped into an old acquaintance on the train. 

503. adolescence юношество Adolescence brings about major changes in a young person’s body. 

504. advantage предимство One advantage of travel is seeing a new place. 

505. affirmative утвърдителен The rescuer gave an affirmative nod that no one was injured. 

506. aggravate влошавам Stress and lack of sleep can aggravate the situation. 

507. allocate разпределям They intend to allocate more money to buy new books for the library. 

508. alongside покрай You have to park your car alongside the wall. 

509. although въпреки че Although the sun was shining, it wasn't very warm. 

510. ambiguous двусмислен The ambiguous statement was difficult to understand. 

511. appropriately  подходящо Try to dress appropriately for the occasion. 

512. assert твърдя She continued to assert that she was innocent. 

513. assume предполагам I can only assume that it was a mistake. 

514. astute предвидлив It was an astute move to sell the car then. 

515. asylum убежище They applied for asylum after the war started in their own country. 

516. attribute качество Loyalty was her greatest attribute. 

517. auction търг The house was sold at auction for half a million dollars. 

518. audacious дързък He described the plan as ambitious and audacious. 

519. avalanche лавина An avalanche of snow rushed down the mountain. 

520. beneficial благотворен Fresh air is beneficial to your health. 



521. blunder гаф I made a blunder by getting his name wrong. 

522. briskly бързо Walking briskly can burn off a lot of calories. 

523. bulge издатина I saw the bulge of a gun in his pocket. 

524. campaign кампания BEE active is the slogan of this year’s Spelling Bee campaign. 

525. charismatic обаятелен 
He was chosen as president because he was a qualified and 
charismatic politician. 

526. circumstance обстоятелство I know I can trust her in any circumstance. 

527. clatter тропане The front door shut with its usual clatter. 

528. coalition коалиция The two parties have formed a coalition. 

529. collapse срутвам (се) The roof might collapse under the weight of snow. 

530. combine обединявам None of us has much money so let's combine what we've got. 

531. commission комисия The commission is expected to report its findings next month. 

532. companion спътник Geoff was my companion on the journey. 

533. complacent самонадеян Don't go getting too complacent before the exams. 

534. comply подчинявам се When requested to leave, they refused to comply. 

535. concern безпокойство Villagers expressed concern about the level of traffic. 

536. condemnation осъждане Such behavior deserves condemnation. 

537. conscientious добросъвестен She was a popular and conscientious teacher. 

538. consider обмислям I will carefully consider your proposal. 

539. consistent последователен She's not very consistent in the way she treats her children. 

540. console утешавам Console yourself with the thought that you did your best. 

541. conversely обратно 
American consumers prefer white eggs; conversely, British buyers like 
brown eggs. 

542. conviction присъда The lawyers need strong evidence to secure a conviction. 

543. cooperative отзивчив He was doing his best to be cooperative and help his co-workers.  

544. covertly прикрито They covertly observed Lauren, who was sitting at a nearby table. 

545. crucial решаващ The student knew it was crucial to pass the exam. 

546. crumple мачкам Take care not to crumple your dress by packing it carelessly. 

547. decent приличен I just want to get a decent job with decent pay. 

548. dependence зависимост Find a job and end your dependence on your parents. 

549. disclosure разкритие 
Any public disclosure of this information will be very damaging to the 
company. 

550. dismantle разглобявам I had to dismantle the engine in order to repair it. 

551. disposition склонност Do people have a natural disposition to be good? 

552. dodge отдръпвам се She threw a heavy book, but he managed to dodge it just in time. 

553. durable траен The machines have to be made of durable materials. 

554. dweller обитател A cave dweller lives in a cold, wet place. 

555. eloquence красноречие Her speech was a fine sample of passionate eloquence. 

556. eminent прочут He is eminent both as a sculptor and as a portrait painter. 

557. enterprise предприятие He runs a successful small enterprise. 

558. envelope плик I couldn't read the address on the envelope. 

559. equation уравнение This principle can be shown with a simple equation. 

560. errand поръчка She's gone on an errand for her mother. 

561. essence същност Тhe essence of pasta is its simplicity. 

562. evoke предизвиквам Smells and tastes often evoke memories from the past. 

563. excess излишък You can throw away any excess. 

564. exertion усилие He finds tennis demanding, too much exertion. 

565. extreme краен She was forced to take extreme measures. 

566. ferocious свиреп The house is guarded by a ferocious dog. 



567. fervent разгорещен The fervent speaker jumped and shouted. 

568. fleet флота Nelson destroyed the Franco-Spanish fleet at the Battle of Trafalgar. 

569. fluctuate меня се Weather can fluctuate from sunny to rainy. 

570. fragrance ухание The fragrance of lavender filled the room. 

571. fussy придирчив Our teacher is very fussy about punctuation. 

572. gadget приспособление I've got a clever little gadget for opening jars. 

573. ghastly ужасяващ She woke up in the middle of a ghastly nightmare. 

574. gibe надсмивам се It's easy enough for you to gibe at them, but could you do any better? 

575. giddy замаян She was giddy with happiness. 

576. gnawing измъчващ She had a gnawing feeling that he was lying. 

577. gourd кратуна In Hawaii, a large gourd is worn like a mask. 

578. gusty поривист The forecast was for gusty winds and rain. 

579. haggard изтощен A night without sleep found him red-eyed and haggard. 

580. haggle пазаря се You can sometimes haggle for a good discount. 

581. handful шепа He pulled out a handful of coins from his pocket. 

582. hankering стремеж I’ve always had a hankering to go to China. 

583. harrowing мъчителен You've had a harrowing experience and a lucky escape. 

584. helpless безпомощен The newborn kitten was weak and helpless. 

585. immediately веднага We immediately left the room when the fire alarm sounded. 

586. impound задържам The police will impound the stolen car. 

587. inaccurate неточен All the maps we had were wildly inaccurate. 

588. incessant непрестанен She raised her voice above the incessant beat of the music. 

589. incite подтиквам The speaker tried to incite the people to protest. 

590. indelible незаличим The incident left an indelible mark on her. 

591. insignia емблема His uniform bore the insignia of a captain. 

592. insinuate намеквам He was trying to insinuate that she was lying. 

593. insulting обиден She was roused to anger by his insulting remarks. 

594. insurance застраховка People without insurance had to pay for their own repairs. 

595. invaluable безценен This technology is invaluable for students with poor sight. 

596. irrelevant неуместен Please keep all irrelevant remarks to yourself. 

597. kindness доброта He showed his kindness by sharing his lunch. 

598. lament оплаквам се Authors always lament about finding the time to write. 

599. lifetime живот I wish you a lifetime full of love and happiness. 

600. lucid ясен His explanation was lucid and to the point. 

601. lure примамка Cheese is really a good lure for mice. 

602. maddening вбесяващ His laziness is quite maddening. 

603. meaningful смислен Her letter is meaningful and very sincere. 

604. mercenary наемен войник Six years ago, he became a mercenary for a private army. 

605. miraculous свръхестествен 
She wished that something miraculous would happen and he would 
fall in love with her. 

606. motherhood майчинство It is not easy trying to combine motherhood and a job. 

607. multiple многократен I received a multiple visa and can travel often to the United States. 

608. muzzle муцуна I tickled the dog's muzzle and he sneezed. 

609. noxious вреден They were poisoned from inhaling noxious fumes. 

610. nurture храня Nurture and take good care of the kittens. 

611. oblige услужвам If you need help, I am happy to oblige. 

612. obscure неясен The details of his life remain obscure. 

613. occurrence явление Flooding in the area is a common occurrence. 



614. outburst изблик Her angry outburst surprised us all. 

615. outrage възмущение The judge's remarks caused public outrage. 

616. outstanding изтъкнат She is one of the most outstanding young musicians. 

617. overdue просрочен My library books were overdue. 

618. pacifier биберон-залъгалка The mother gave her baby boy a pacifier to soothe him. 

619. pantry килер Тhe ingredients needed to make this cake are in your pantry, anyway. 

620. passenger пътник A taxi was picking up a passenger outside the hotel. 

621. peaceful спокоен It's so peaceful out here in the countryside. 

622. perilous рискован He survived the perilous journey. 

623. perishable нетраен Perishable food should be stored in a refrigerator. 

624. permission разрешение I asked my mom for permission to go out. 

625. perpetual безкраен The cycle is perpetual and never ends. 

626. plunge гмуркам се An ocean diver can plunge to great depths. 

627. pomegranate нар I ate the juicy, red seeds of the pomegranate. 

628. possess притежавам How many cars does your family you possess? 

629. postpone отлагам They decided to postpone their trip until next year. 

630. powerful мощен Athletes have powerful bodies. 

631. predetermine предопределям Some scientists think that your genes predetermine your behavior. 

632. preoccupation умисленост She spoke slowly, in a state of preoccupation. 

633. prolific плодовит A prolific writer, she wrote more than forty books. 

634. prosperity благополучие The country is enjoying a period of peace and prosperity. 

635. pungent пикантен The more herbs you use, the more pungent the sauce will be. 

636. quell потушавам The police were called in to quell the riot. 

637. quizzical странен 
He gave me a quizzical look when I ordered three different types of ice 
cream. 

638. rampage вилнея 
The Orcs rampage through the mountains for years, even threatening 
to capture the capital at times. 

639. ravine клисура The track continued along the bottom of the ravine. 

640. readiness готовност Everyone has doubts about their readiness for parenthood. 

641. reassurance  успокоение The worried boy needs comfort and reassurance. 

642. reconstruction преустройство Work began on the reconstruction of the road. 

643. regulate регулирам Our brains regulate the systems in our bodies. 

644. reiterate повтарям Let me reiterate the most important points. 

645. relief облекчение To our relief he came back safe and sound. 

646. repulsive отблъскващ He found her habits quite repulsive. 

647. resentment негодувание I felt great resentment at having to work such long hours. 

648. resilience издържливост She has shown great resilience under pressure. 

649. restrain сдържам John managed to restrain his anger. 

650. resume започвам отново They will resume working after their break. 

651. savvy схватлив Skill isn’t enough — you need to be savvy, too. 

652. sawdust стърготини We scattered some fresh sawdust on the floor of the cage. 

653. scholar учен She is the most distinguished scholar in her field. 

654. scruffy мърляв There was a gang of scruffy boys hanging around the park. 

655. seclude усамотявам се He likes to seclude himself and be alone. 

656. sequence  последователност 
It is hard to remember the sequence of events in the order they 
occurred. 

657. sheer прозрачен (за плат) 
We got window shades because people could see right through our 
sheer curtains. 

658. similarity сходство The report is about the similarity between humans and chimpanzees.  



659. simplify опростявам You have to simplify this form because it is very complicated. 

660. snuggle гушкам се She likes to snuggle her head onto his shoulder. 

661. sociable общителен Sociable people make friends easily. 

662. soreness раздразнение Their soreness at not being included was apparent. 

663. spite злоба She was angry and full of spite. 

664. spotlight прожектор The spotlight followed the singer round the stage. 

665. spotty пъпчив I knew him when he was just a spotty youth. 

666. squeak скърцам The new door doesn’t squeak when we open it. 

667. startle стряскам They have nightmares, they startle easily. 

668. stench воня The stench of rotting fish filled the hut. 

669. strength сила He pushed against the door with all his strength. 

670. strut перча се The rooster will strut in the yard to impress the hens. 

671. subsequent последващ Their marriage and subsequent move abroad were done quickly. 

672. substance вещество Diamond is the hardest substance known. 

673. subtlety изтънченост Her dancing has great subtlety. 

674. sumptuous пищен The celebrity guests were dressed in sumptuous evening gowns. 

675. surplus излишък Brazil has a big surplus of coffee. 

676. 
sympathize/ 
sympathise съчувствам I know what it’s like to have a headache, so I do sympathize with you. 

677. tackle справям се I don't know how to tackle this problem. 

678. taunt присмивам се Why do the other children taunt him for having red hair? 

679. tedious досаден The job is tedious, but the pay is good. 

680. thistle магарешки бодил The thistle is the national emblem of Scotland. 

681. throttle удушвам Sometimes he annoys me so much that I could throttle him. 

682. timid плах He stopped in the doorway, too timid to go in. 

683. tingle изтръпвам The cold air made her face tingle. 

684. treasure съкровище He went to the island looking for a treasure. 

685. tussle стълкновение He was injured during a tussle for the ball. 

686. typical типичен The weather at the moment is not typical for July. 

687. ultimate окончателен The ultimate decision lies with the parents. 

688. uncertainty несигурност The uncertainty in her voice showed that she was scared. 

689. upholstery тапицерия The sofa's upholstery was stained and torn. 

690. uproar безпорядък The classroom was in an uproar after the break. 

691. vaguely смътно I can vaguely remember my first day at school. 

692. vulnerable предразположен Old people are vulnerable to the flu. 

693. weasel невестулка A weasel is a small, furry mammal. 

694. weepy сълзлив Weddings always made her feel weepy. 

695. whiff полъх She can't bear the slightest whiff of tobacco smoke. 

696. whim прищявка 
I don't want the kids thinking that because we have money, they can 
spend it on every whim. 

697. willow върба I sat on a park bench near a willow. 

698. within в рамките на I will be back within an hour. 

699. wrench гаечен ключ Use a wrench to loosen the nut. 

700. yield предавам се A brave man may fall, but he cannot yield. 

 


